
-i would sign up on different dating websites and create a different 
persona for each. then when i receive requests for dates i would have 
to say yes but i woud not allow myself to look at their profile picture or 
information. the internet “research” would always follow the date.
-the pursuers are given control over the artistry. the end result is deter-
mined by the variety of people who seek my different personas and the 
comparison of all the dates. 
-since there is so much information offered before subjected oneself to 
a date with someone you’ve only met online, this would be the blind 
date of the internet.  no judgements,  no plans, just the “fate” of the 
internet forces

-this project would focus on the profile picture removed from the info-
mation provided in the profile. i would create a database of profiles 
from the people who contact me for a date--the information i make up 
for them would be based purely on their profile picture, the most impor-
tant aspect of internet dating and social networking--how much can be 
assumed from a picture?
-the final presentation would be interactive, allowing viewers to partici-
pate in filling in the blanks--further stressing the collective persona of 
the internet and its influences on daily perception

-i would not meet any of the people in person that request to go on a 
date through email. the interaction would rely soley on email corre-
spondance (and live chats etc). there would also be a physical aspect, 
in which i could send someone flowers, mix cds...
-in the end the emails and any received objects would be displayed in 
frames and a comment space would be available underneath that 
would resemble and internet space(blogs/facebook/twitter)
-this is important to the project because it would serve as medium 
between the comfort of anonymity of internet commentary and the 
tendency to be passive when eyes are actually on you
(other considerations: technology for timestamping written comments, 
digital comment interface enabling live updates from 
phones/computers)

EXTREME blind dating

the profile picture

literal internet dating


